1. PART COMPATIBLE WITH SFP WSA. REFER TO THE SFP WSA FOR DIMENSIONS NOT SHOWN ON THIS PRINT.

- HOUSING: HIGH TEMPERATURE LCP, MIL-94V-0 RATED, BLACK.
- CONTACTS: PHOSPHOR BRONZE.
- CONTACTS: 0.00076 IN. GOLD IN CONTACT AREA, 0.0003 IN. MIN. GOLD ON SOLDER AREA, 0.0003 IN. MIN. NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT. LUBRICANT ON GOLD PLATE CONTACT AREAS.

4. PACKAGED 480 PIECES PER REEL.

- DATUMS AND BASIC DIMENSIONS TO BE ESTABLISHED BY CUSTOMER. SEE DRAWING 1567034 FOR LAYOUT WHEN USED WITH 1367034-1 (BOTTOM CAGE (STANDARD SFP APPLICATION)).